Relationships have been repeatedly identified as an important object-oriented modeling construct. Today most emerging modeling standards such as the ODMG object model and UML have some support for relationships. However while dealing with schema evolution, OODB systems have largely ignored the existence of relationships. We are the first to propose comprehensive support for relationship evolution. A complete schema evolution facility for any OODB system must provide (1) primitives to manipulate all object model constructs; (2) and also maintenance strategies for the structural and referential integrity of the database under such evolution. We hence propose a set of basic evolution primitives for relationships as well as a compound set of changes that can be applied to the same. However, given the myriad of possible change semantics a user may desire in the future, any pre-defined set is not sufficient. Rather we present a flexible schema evolution framework which allows the user to define new relationship transformations as well as to extend the existing ones. Addressing the second problem, namely of updating the schema evolution primitives to conform to the new set of invariants, can be a very expensive re-engineering effort. In this paper we present an approach that de-couples the constraints from the schema evolution code, thereby enabling their update without any re-coding effort.
Introduction
Object-oriented database (OODB) systems today are popular with communities that require the modeling of complex data types, such as CAD, multimedia applications and e-commerce applications [16] . The very nature of these applications has also brought forth the need for the OODB to provide mechanisms for (1) modeling associations between types and (2) for dynamically changing not
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only the data but also the structure of the types that contain them [18] . Research and industry alike have rushed forth to ful ll these requirements but have approached them as two independent problems with independent solutions. Relationship modeling has been a much studied topic such as in composite objects [10] or in aggregation relationships [2, 5] and has been adopted to some degree in commercial OODB systems [14, 15] . On the other hand, while most OODB systems to date provide some basic evolution support [19, 14, 1] , the OODB community at large does not treat the relationship construct as a rst-class citizen. Thus, while there is some relationship support at the data level, evolution support for relationships has not been investigated. Our work is the rst to bridge this gap and to provide a complete framework for the support of schema evolution for relationships.
A complete schema evolution facility for any OODB system must provide the ability to (1) manipulate and change all of the object model constructs, i.e, a new set of schema evolution primitives to evolve the new construct(s); (2) and to maintain the structural and referential integrity of the database, i.e., it must modify the existing schema evolution primitives to assure that they obey the new constraints of the new object model augmented with the relationship construct. For the relationship construct [5] we now propose, a set of schema evolution primitives to handle their addition and deletion. One example of such a primitive is form-relationship that creates a bi-directional relationship between two classes that already have two independent uni-directional relationships.
Evolution primitives maintain the consistency of an OODB by preserving the invariants of the object model at all times. However, an update to the object model changes the set of invariants. Hence, the existing evolution primitives must be updated to conform to the invariants of the new object model. Consider for example, the existing evolution primitive delete-class. Today, while most OODB systems provide support for relationships by modeling them as reference attributes, the evolution primitives such as delete-class treat them as ordinary literal attributes. And while at the object level most OODB systems do referential integrity checks to ensure referential consistency, at the schema level, referential relationships are largely mis-treated during schema evolution, resulting in structurally inconsistent schemas. And while most systems may be able to trap and deal with the referential problems, the schema inconsistencies are largely ignored.
However, updating the schema evolution primitives to now conform to the new set of invariants is a huge re-engineering e ort. To diminish the cost of updating an existing schema evolution facility while still providing a consistency preserving schema evolution facility, we propose Evolution Wrappers based on the concept of Software Contracts [12] to e ectively maintain existing schema evolution primitives in the light of a changing object model. These contracts, declarative in nature, are easy to update and can be changed without the overhead of re-coding.
For relationships, a complex construct with numerous special properties such as cardinality, uni-vs bi-directional, etc., a pre-de ned primitive set of operations is not su cient. Many di erent primitives may be combined to compose more complex transformations. Moreover, this must all be executed atomically like any pre-de ned system-provided primitive. We provide a framework that o ers such composite evolution operations while maintaining the integrity and the atomicity of the operations themselves.
A big drawback of the compound primitives is their lack of flexibility. A user such as a DBA administrator, may wish to create a bi-directional relationship between two completely disjoint classes. Two options for the user are to (1) have the system provide a schema evolution primitive to handle this scenario or (2) write an ad-hoc program to accomplish the same. From a system's perspective to apriori assess the needs of the users and to plan for it in a hard-coded fashion is a hard if not an impossible problem. On the other hand, ad-hoc programs by the users do not have any guarantee of consistency or atomicity. Thus it is necessary to o er extensibility in our framework that would allow not just the system but also the users to express desired transformations while still providing the guarantee of database integrity as well as the atomicity of the transformations. The solution we present in this paper based on SERF [6] provides an extensible and flexible schema evolution framework for supporting complex relationship evolution.
Summary. In this paper we present a complete solution framework, ROVER for the evolution of relationships which provides for consistent evolution of relationships while supporting extensibility for user-de ned evolution operations. Here, (1) We identify the problem that current OODBs while o ering relationship support in their object models do not handle evolution of such relationships. We characterize the consistency problems that arise from the use of the existing evolution primitives in these systems; (2) We propose a minimal set of new evolution primitives needed for supporting the evolution of both uni-directional and bi-directional relationships; (3) We propose a set of compound evolution primitives for relationships; (4) We generalize our approach such that users as opposed to the system can now extend the set of schema evolution operations provided by the OODB with their own complex schema evolution operations for relationships; and (5) We present ROVER Wrappers to reduce the re-engineering costs that would otherwise be incurred in updating the old schema evolution primitives to conform to the new set of invariants.
Background
In this section, we briefly introduce relationship constructs as de ned by ODMG [5] , while full details can be found in [5] . Paralleling the concept of foreign keys in relational databases, object models almost always have support for the association between two classes. Most models support the notion of a reference attribute which de nes a one-way association between two classes. The ODMG object model also de nes the notion of a bi-directional association wherein if class A refers to class B then class B must refer to class A. The user can de ne the cardinality of these references as one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many. To capture this notion of association, we use the referential relationship (−!) that speci es when one type refers to another type; and a bi-directional relationship ( !) that speci es a referential relationship and its inverse. Table 1 presents some of the notation and functions for the meta information as used in the paper. More details can be found in [7] . 
Term Description types(C)
The set of all types in the system s, t, T, ?
Elements of types(C)
The set of all direct supertypes of type t sub(t)
The set of all direct subtypes of type t in-paths(t)
The set of all paths <c,r> referring to type t in-degree(t)
The count of all paths referring to type t out-paths(t)
The set of all paths <t,r> going out of type t obj-in-degree(o i ) The number of objects referring to the object o i
In Table 2 we list the basic schema evolution operations that are supported by most OODBs [14, 19] . 
Evolution Primitive Description add-class(c, C)
Adds new class c to C in the schema S delete-class(c)
Deletes class c from C in the schema S add-ISA-edge(c x , c y )
Adds an inheritance edge from c x to c y delete-ISA-edge(c x , c y ) Deletes the inheritance edge from c x to c y add-attribute(c x , a x , t, d) Add attribute a x of type t and default value d to class c x delete-attribute(c x , a x )
Deletes the attribute a x from the class c x
Minimal Primitives for Relationship Evolution
In this section we present a set of evolution primitives needed for the evolution of uni-directional (unary) as well as for bi-directional (binary) relationships. The primitives presented here are minimal in that they cannot be decomposed into any other evolution primitives and essential in that they are all required for the evolution of relationships. They can be composed together with other evolution primitives to form more complex transformations, as we will discuss in Section 5.
Evolution of Unary Relationships
As per the ODMG object model and other object models [19] , unary relationships are generally modeled via the use of a reference attribute. For example, Figure 2 shows an unary relationship between classes Teacher and Course via the reference attribute teaches. We propose two evolution primitives add-referenceattribute and delete-reference-attribute that allow us to add and delete an unary relationship.
Teacher Course class Teacher { attribute Course teaches; } The add-reference-attribute primitive adds a uni-directional relationship between two types. For example, the primitive add-reference-attribute ( Teacher, teaches, Course, null) adds a complex attribute teaches of the type Course to the class Teacher. Its default value is set to null. The domain type of the reference attribute signi es the cardinality of the relationship. Thus, a Set signi es a many relationship and a type signi es a one relationship. In this example, we thus have an one-to-one relationship as Course is an application type signifying a cardinality of one.
The delete-reference-attribute primitive allows the deletion of an existing unidirectional relationship between two types. For example, the primitive deletereference-attribute(Teacher, teaches) deletes the complex attribute teaches from the class Teacher. This primitive is an inverse operation of the primitive addreference-attribute.
Evolution of Bi-directional Relationships
The ODMG relationship syntax for Figure 3 is given in Figure 4 . In the class Teacher, the attribute teaches is a reference attribute of type Course and the inverse of this relationship is given by the attribute is-taught-by in class Course. A binary relationship thus is modeled by the following characteristics: a source-class (Teacher), inverse-class (Course), the source-relationship-name (teaches), the inverse-relationship-name (is-taught-by), cardinality of the relationship in the source class referred to as source-card (many), cardinality of the relationship in the inverse class referred to as inverse-card (one), type of storage (class or collection) for the source relationship source-type (set), and type of storage for the inverse relationship inverse-type (Teacher). A bi-directional relationship can be broken down into a pair of uni-directional relationships between the two classes. Hence we propose that the only two additional primitives needed for the manipulation of bi-directional relationships are: form-relationship and drop-relationship (see Table 3 ).
The form-relationship primitive elevates the status of two already existing unidirectional relationships between two types. For example, in Figure 3 formrelationship(Teacher, teaches, Course, is-taught-by) indicates that from now onwards the two uni-directional relationships Teacher.teaches and Course .is-taught-by are to be modeled as a bi-directional relationship. Hence, any update of objects in one class Teacher will be automatically reflected in the other class Course.
The drop-relationship primitive transforms a bi-directional relationship to a pair of uni-directional relationships. For example, drop-relationship(Teacher, teaches, Course, is-taught-by) drops the binary relationship down to two separate unidirectional relationships Teacher.teaches and Course.is-taught-by. Henceforth, the two relationships are maintained independently of the other. Any update to one relationship will not e ect the other relationship.
Other evolution operators needed for the support of relationships such as changing the cardinality or changing the domain type can be accomplished via a combination of the already available basic primitives and hence do not require any additional primitives (see Section 5 for more details). Table 3 summarizes the new evolution primitives for relationships.
Compound Evolution Operations for Relationships
While providing some basic capability to evolve relationships these evolution alone are not adequate to manipulate all the properties of a relationship. For instance, using only the primitives in Section 3 the users are unable to change the cardinality of the relationship, i.e., change from a collection to an application type or vice versa. This change could however be accomplished by a 
Demotes the speci ed binary relationship to two unary relationships combination of other existing schema evolution primitives. Similar to Breche [4] and Lerner [11] we now support atomic system-de ned evolution operations that are composed of several (basic) evolution primitives.
change-cardinality-m1(cx, rx, t d , inverse-cx, inverse-rx) { // Drop the relationship to two individual uni-directional relationships drop-relationship(c x, rx, inverse-cx, inverse-rx)
// Create a new attribute in class c x add atomic attribute(cx, tmp-attr, t d , null); In our work we identify the set of complex operations to evolve the different properties of a relationship construct. As an example, Figure 5 depicts a system-de ned operation to accomplish a cardinality change, i.e, it changes the cardinality of a relationship from many (set) to one (an application type). In this example, we rst use the drop-relationship primitive to break the bi-directional relationship into two individual uni-directional relationships. The primitive add atomic attribute adds a temporary attribute tmp-attr whose domain is representative of the cardinality change. Thus, the domain of tmp-attr is t d . In the next step, for all objects in the extent of the class c x , we need to convert the set-value (r x ) to a single value. We use a system-de ned method most-common(r x ) that nds the most commonly occurring object a i in a given collection r x . Thus, for all objects in the extent of c x the single-value attribute tmp-attr is assigned a, the most common occurring value in the object's collection r x . We then delete the attribute r x and rename the temporary attribute a to r x . As a last step we re-formulate the bi-directional relationship between the two classes. This evolved relationship is now a one-to-one relationship as opposed to a one-to-many relationship. Table 4 summarizes the set of compound changes necessary to manipulate a bi-directional relationship. 
// For each object in the extent, find the // most-common-value of the set r x and use // that as a representative value for the tmp-attr. while ((o = extent(c x).nextElement())
!
Flexible Evolution of Relationships
One of the biggest drawback of the compound evolution primitives presented in Section 4 is their pre-determined semantics for the compound changes. Consider for example the rather simple compound change, cardinality-change shown in Figure 5 . We arbitrarily use the most commonly occurring object value as the single-value representative. However, other conversion at the object level such as taking the rst, last or median value of the set values are possible. By hard-coding these compound changes, the user has no flexibility to alter their semantics.
This set of evolution primitives, simple or compound, is pre-determined and xed not allowing the user 1 any flexibility. Consider that the user now wants to build a bi-directional relationship between two types where only one unidirectional relationship exists 2 . Their only alternative would be an ad-hoc program to combine existing primitives but without the atomicity and consistency guarantees that a system-de ned primitive would have. To address these issues we present our framework which gives users the flexibility to alter semantics for compound changes as well as extensibility to de ne their own schema evolution operations within a framework guaranteeing the atomicity of the operation and the consistency of the database.
SERF: A Framework for Extensible Schema Evolution
Our solution [6] is based on the hypothesis that complex schema evolution transformations can be broken down into a sequence of basic evolution primitives, (an invariant-preserving atomic operation) glued together by a query language such as OQL [5] .
The user could now on the fly introduce any new transformation when desired. For example the transformation in Figure 6 converts the schema of Figure 1 to the schema depicted in Figure 3 . To accomplish this we rst create the unidirectional relationship between the class Course and the class Teacher with the name is-taught-by. Once we have two uni-directional relationships we can use the form-relationship evolution primitive to convert it to a bi-directional relationship. This operation is de ned by the user within the con nes of our proposed framework that can guarantee the atomicity and consistency of the system.
SERF
Template. An OQL transformation as in Figure 6 flexibly allows a user to de ne di erent schema transformation. However, these transformations are not generic, i.e., they cannot be applied to other existing classes or di erent schemas. For example, the transformation shown in Figure 6 is valid only for the classes Teacher and Course. To address this, we introduce the notion of templates [6] . A template uses the query language's ability to query over the meta data (as stated in the ODMG Standard) and is enhanced by a name and a set of parameters to make transformations generic and re-usable. Figure 7 shows a templated form of the transformation presented in Figure 6 . Here we query over the meta-data to discover the type of the attribute source-attrib-name and then add the inverse-attrib-name to it (shown in Courier font). The object transformation here remains the same as in the transformation of Figure 6 . This template shows how we can take advantage of the single referential relationship and perform the object transformations all within our template structure. 
Contract-Based Solution for Consistent Relationship Evolution
Conventionally, schema evolution primitives contain hard-code constraints that parallel the invariants of the object model. These constraints must be satis ed in order to guarantee the consistency of the system. Changes in the object model result in changes to the invariants which may in turn be reflected as an update to schema evolution operations [7] . This is an expensive process requiring the re-engineering of the a ected software. Our approach ROVER instead focuses on de-coupling the constraints from the actual implementation code of the schema evolution operations. To accomplish this we introduce the notion of contracts, a declarative mechanism for expressing the constraints for a template. A template with contracts is termed a ROVER Wrapper. Changes to the invariants of the object model now merely result in the update of the declarative contracts associated with the evolution operations rather than the update of the actual system code. Below we briefly introduce contracts and show how the de-coupling of constraints can be achieved while more details can be found in [7] . Contracts provide a declarative description of the behavior of a template (or primitive) as well as a mechanism for expressing the constraints that must be satis ed prior to the execution of the actual evolution primitive. Contracts are divided into two categories pre-conditions and post-conditions.
The constraints, termed pre-conditions, are placed prior to any body of template code (OQL statement including system-de ned schema evolution primitive). The pre-conditions are separated from the actual OQL statements by means of the keyword requires. Post-conditions, a set of contracts that appear after the body of the actual schema evolution operation at the end of the SERF template, specify the behavior of the primitives. These post-conditions are preceded by the keyword ensures: and describe the exact changes that are made to the schema by the evolution operator and hence its behavior.
Example: As an example consider the addition of relationship constructs to the object model of an OODB system. An upgrade to the schema evolution facility in this case requires new schema evolution primitives to handle the creation, modi cation and deletion of uni-directional and/or bi-directional relationships. This upgrade cannot be circumvented and hence new schema evolution primitives must be added to the system. However, an update of all existing schema evolution operations to conform to the new set of invariants is also required. For example, to delete a class prior to the existence of relationships, the constraint that a class needed to be a leaf class was necessary to ensure that the resulting schema and database was consistent, i.e., the delete-class preserved the database consistency. With the addition of relationships, this constraint alone is not su cient. We now also need to ensure that the to-be-deleted C i class is not referred to by another class. Moreover, no objects in the database must refer to the objects of the C i class. So while the conditions that need to be enforced prior to the execution the schema evolution operation have to be upgraded, the actual actions of the operations do not change. Hence the evolution primitive delete-class itself does not change. Figure 8 shows the constraints after the addition of a relationship for the delete-class primitive as pre-conditions 3 . Thus, in this model it is easy to extend or modify the constraints without re-writing the code for the evolution primitive.
delete-class ( Ci ) { requires:
template body here } Advantages of Contracts. ROVER Wrappers provide faster updates to the OODB system when the underlying object model is updated for example with relationships. Namely, we would simply now add additional declarative constraints and behavior to existing schema evolution primitive templates rather than having to update the system code. Moreover these contracts can detect erroneous conditions prior to the execution of the schema evolution primitives. This would help avoid the cost of roll-backs in cases of failure. The post-conditions represent the desired nal state and can hence be used for testing the correctness of the ROVER Wrapper.
Related Work
Semantic modeling research has looked into the modeling of relationships and the di erent semantics that can be applied for these relationships [3] . In object databases, Kim, Bertino and others [9] have examined the part-whole relationship (composite objects). Bertino et al. [2] have presented a formal composite object model that now supports referential integrity constraints for the ODMG object model. None of them have studied the issue of schema evolution on such object models with relationships.
Most research and commercial systems provide schema evolution in the form of a xed set of evolution primitives [1, 14, 19] . In recent years, research has begun to focus on the issues of supporting more complex schema evolution operations. Breche and Lerner [4, 11] studied the design of a set of more complex operations. Lerner [11] has proposed compound type changes like Inline, Encapsulate, Merge, etc. from the aspect of discovering the transformation sequences to map between these given two schemas. Lastly, our previous work on SERF [6] has provided a framework that allows the user to de ne arbitrarily complex schema changes by composing them out of the basic set of evolution primitives and OQL. None of these previous approaches have looked at the problem of evolution (be it simple or complex) in the context of object models with relationships.
Consistency management is often done at runtime and is normally handled by transaction roll-backs. Work has been done towards providing behavioral consistency, i.e., the consistency of class methods under evolving environments [8, 13] . While there are similarities in that their algorithms are also detecting broken references, their approach is also hard-coded. With our approach we push these constraints/invariants to a higher level thus making them easy to update and also allowing for pre-execution veri cation checks.
Conclusion
In this work, we present the rst solution for the evolution of relationships. We provide a flexible mechanism to handle the evolution of relationships. We incorporate the notion of contracts for ROVER Wrappers as an alternative to hard-coding the constraints into the schema evolution primitive and thus helping to o set the re-engineering cost. We provide implementation details on ROVER in [7] . The core SERF system for flexible transformation was demonstrated at SIGMOD 2000 [17] .
